"It's been quite a while since I have written into DX NEWS, but read the bulletin each week and enjoy reading what other fellows are getting even if I am not quite as lucky."

**NEW MEMBERS**

- Thomas L. Holmes
- Mike McIlvain
- James E. Hicks
- David Jarvis
- Walter A. Burbank
- Kent Shirley
- Russ Anderson

**NEW WALS**

- Jeff Stewart
- C. Alan Taylor
- Kemir Geary
- Robert W. Gorsuch
- Bob Lowe
- Ernest R. Cooper

**LIST OF SENDER'S OF V/S, LISTED ON PAGE 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Callsign</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A - M. King</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B - J. Ernst</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C - L. Vogt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HEARD SINCE LAST ISSUE**

- 1300 WBSA
- 1380 WGM\n
- 1390 KJPW
- 1410 WEK
- 1470 KEN
- 1490 WSN
- 1510 WZZZ
- 1540 WDON
- 1570 WCLW
- 1590 KTI
- 1600 WKW
- 1630 WOLD

- 2500 D-1
- 3500 EX-900
- 4000 EX-600
- 4500 EX-700
- 5000 EX-800
- 5500 EX-900
- 6000 EX-1000
- 6500 EX-1100
- 7000 EX-1200
- 7500 EX-1300
- 8000 EX-1400
- 8500 EX-1500
- 9000 EX-1600
- 9500 EX-1700

**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION**

- The dates have been set for the May and June issues, but not as yet for the July and August editions. In May, it will be May 12, and in June, June 16. Deadlines will be the Tuesdays before issue dates - that is, Tuesday, May 8, and Tuesday, June 12 in Brooklyn and Lenoir for Musings, Verie Signers, and International DX Digest, and one day later in Mendota, Illinois for DX Down the Dial. Two more weekly issues, and then one week will be skipped, and then we'll be out on May 12, and then not again until June 18th. Let's have those DX doings from all the members for these issues of DX NEWS!
DXing has its ups and downs. My sorrow at being too late for Allied's sell-out of GPR-90s was countered by Herb Campbell quoting an 18-year-old poem. What a compliment and only one word wrong — Communiques PROUDLY will mention the NRC. DX is more fun watching Jungle Jay Fagyas reporting like mad than doing the same. I figure once you've verified a state further attempts are only gilding the lily. This used to go for countries and I hope Andy Rugg flunks his exam — he's hearing countries I can't (Spain). So are others and Dangerfield has passed me sooner than expected with his beautiful loggings. Day off 4/4 and 5 pm found an LA on 755 (sun shining here). Various weak signals also heard on several TA frequencies at this hour. Most unusual but I got very little DX in this time of day thanks to work shed. Hal Williams, my v/s for Antigua-dx of 3/61 was Warner — it looks like Alaric Warner. Good luck! Musings column doesn't make much more sense to me of late than it did when I joined. A column should always be readable. To me, MM will always be Marilyn Monroe, a DU a Philippine amateur, ad nauseum. (Down here in some circles, MM means Marie/Mantle, Carroll! —ed.)

Sid Rosenbaum — 806 Market Street — Wheeling, West Virginia

Only one new report out this period. 4/1- KWCB-1300 TT 1:40-2:00. *WEAK-1390 test, 1445-2:00. On 1230 a station with tone, 1440-150 giving the call as WBC (no location and ownership as Berry Broadcasting Co. — who? Veries: WKEA-1550 Vinton, Va., but address listed as Route 7, Box 300-C, Roanoke, Va. — KUTT-1550 "Cutie." Don't get left at the post! They will be off and running to the Indianapolis Convention, Phonears Hatfield of Paw Paw W. Va. will be there with his quirrel run.
Well, the long lost traveler has returned. After many months' absence, I'm back. After my long battle to get the visa to work in the U.S., CKW asked me to stay on and go up to Promotion Director. So, after great thought on the matter, and a few weeks in New Jersey, I'm back. Lots to do, so those of you to whom I owe tapes, hold still; they are on the way. Finally get the last verifications out for the January DXes. Sorry I took so long, but with 46 letters to write, it takes a lot of space for that, and station work can't be put behind to answer letters. Hope you understand. No DX at all done, but a few veries in: AFN-1142, CKLK-1140 KRAK-1140 CFVY-1570 CHUR-1570 KBBK-1430 HJAK-1310, and one or two others. I plan to get down to DXing again this coming MM. The third tower for our 10,000w. will be going up in a month or two, and the change-over will take place on July 1, we hope. I would just like to clear up one point, while I'm thinking of it. As I am in broadcasting, I believe I may speak with some authority on this. There are stations which have not varied, which don't, and which probably never will. There are some of us who feel we should write the FCC about this. Also, some feel that ANers should be banned. Radio is an industry, and 99% of the stations are interested only in their primary areas and couldn't care less if they're heard 5,000 miles away, much less a couple of hundred. Also, a station is likely to become very apprehensive if it receives a letter asking it to quit ANing for the sake of a few DXers, and at the cost of losing their audience. So, please bear these facts in mind - radio is a hobby to us, a business to those in it. We have the staff to take care of reports; other stations don't. Pete Taylor, I owe you a letter. See you next week, and 73s to all.

Earl MacKenzie - Box 635 - Sydney, Nova Scotia

Pal Paul's back on the job! Heard him this morning, 4/1. Only one verie since last report, VOAA-1196, and they returned my stamp. First station to do that. Well, I filled one of this season's objectives, reaching the "200 heard" mark. 3/8 - WPEN-950 9:35 pm, WBDX-950, 8:35 pm; CKLK-800 8:25 pm. WSYB-1380 9:10 3/16 for state 237; Radio Prague-1997 6:05 pm 3/20, interval signal and female announcer; EBO-881 6:30 pm s/off, 3/22; BBC-903 5:30-6 pm 3/22; WOUU-1340 9:30 pm 3/26, CCFG-600 11:05-11:10 pm 3/31, and a very nice catch, "MMN-920 at 12:35-12:40 am, 4/1 with QRM from WOKY. According to White's Log this is 500w., so this is my first 500w. station. VOAA-1196 is still coming in well from 6:30-7:30 pm daily. Say, on 3/30 at 6 pm EST I noticed a "mystery" around 1100 kc/s, time pills at 6 pm EST, then NX "compiled from the 1's of --" NX about the U.S., a slogan about American Freedom, then announced "next NX at 1." This would be one hour ahead of GMT. This station has been heard weakly here for the last couple of weeks. Any idea of what it is, Ernie? (APN-Stuttgart, Earli-ed.) Because of language barriers, I have lost many TAs slip through my hands, hi. These stations have yet to reply to my reports: WBAP-820, report out since October, VOCW-600 report out since November, WAAB-1440, report out since 10/22, XECF CHKR. KVO-1410 has yet to reply to my report of 1/7, I have heard only two DXes; last season's DX from CEB-1140 and NRC DX from WRUL (SW). Next season, I will try for more than I did this year. Have we any members in PE.1? I would appreciate any info on how an EC DXer could log Alaska or Hawaii. These are two of my most wanted states. Well, I hit the limit last time, and will s/off now with the best of 73s, especially to our NZ members who may be trying for YOUS!

Hank Wilkinson - 6620 Beeman Avenue - North Hollywood, California

Unable to listen to YVLT-dx for NRC as I attend a special class at General Motors on Monday and Wednesday nights. I wonder how many heard him? I've heard him on ES on 3/24, 3/30 and 3/31. On Friday night 3/30 he s/off at 8:03 pm EST and on Saturday 3/31 at 7:33:30 pm PST. SA stations quite loud this past week. Verie in from JBOC-1010 makes me wonder why so many stations to the S of us couldn't be as prompt. Another Japanese verie in last week from JBOC-1140 in Kyoto. Fine letter and card. I wish to thank all of those who supported the "Supremacy Ratings" so nicely this past season. No doubt many of you have some veries to add before the end of April so I'll be looking forward to quite a bit of mail. I expect to be DXing with a newer, clearer antenna and possibly a Hammarlund receiver for the oncoming season. I've heard so much about the Hammarlunds that I've just got to have one before I leave this world. For those who log "Radio El Sol"-895, Lima, Peru, I can forward you the v/s and QRA. I haven't seen reports of veries on this station from other members.

LET'S MAKE INDIANAPOLIS-'62 THE BIGGEST NRC CONVENTION YET! BE SURE TO BE ON HAND!
Harold Wagner - 1264 Longs Peak - Longmont, Colorado

Marm has Barroll Seth got that Buffalo Post Office on the beam in the sort time he's been there! My 3/31 DX NEWS postmarked Buffalo, APRIL 30, arrived here today April 2! That's the way to do it! Achtung, Ralph Johannes, ex-Buffalo NHCer Bob Spencer says he will attend '63 Denver Convention. Bob now lives in Golden; still has his veries and receiver and will finish night classes at Denver University this June, so who knows. Bob also is a member of the Denver Astronomical Society so Seth, bring your telescope and sky charts. I see Fran Nittler tattling on me getting a verie from JOKR - you should hear the tape I have of them - KMIN JOKR and LR#, three stations, three countries, on three continents, in three minutes! LR3 didn't last enough to get a log, though. Also a verie in from 4VE-1035, so that makes me two for two this year. Think that RadioMontserrat on their special was last verie before these! I tried to modernize the Super-Pro with half lattice crystal filters as shown in July 1960 QST and have rpm into trouble so looks as if DX may be ended for this season. I had a lot of fun with 820 km/s, about a month ago - had what I'm sure was 42A (at least a station advertising products made in N.Z.), also an SS mentioning Argentina a lot and another one definitely Oriental, all of them always wae down in the mud though. Have about concluded you could not put an aerial in a 150' city lot that works like the 1,200' one I had on ten acres back in Pennsylvania.

Larry E. Godwin - 1506 Broadway - Boulder, Colorado

Hi gang - I'm back in Texas for Spring vacation and have some DX to report. 4/1- I heard WKDL-1600 Clarkdale, Miss. f/c-TT 1:18 am; HOJ2-1015 Las Tablas, Panama (Ondas del Canajagua, La Voz de la Republica) heard best yet 1:21-2:09. 4/2: Mystery s/off 1420 3:30 with strange anthem - taped tentative off to 2AP Apia, Samoa; 2AN-740 Sydney, Australia, beautiful ABC ID with time pips 4:00 and 5:00; 2NA-1510 Newcastle, NSW, RS 3:34-4:02 (not definite but NX for Australia at 4:00); 2RE-1560 Taree, NSW tentatively heard 3:20 and 4:05 - taped tentative off; 2UE-950 Sydney, Australia time check and RS 4:21 for a taped report; 2WN-1530 Moree, NSW with Essex commercial (tantative) 4/33-4:56 - tape off; heard play on 1120 (probably 4PED) but not clear enough for ID or report. Same AM heard WRAJ-1090 Baltimore well 5:43; WBBQ-780 Forest City, N.C. s/on 5:00. Then 4/3 brought WKED-1520 Buffalo right through KOMA! Also KEIP-900 Fressen, Cal. s/off ET 4:09. On 4/4 heard ABC ID and time pips on 820 faintly, so probably verified 2EL (4:00 ES). KTDL-1250 Golden, Colo. was asked to change calls to KIM on 4/2, so I presume it has. Forgot to mention YWF-1120 Maracaibo, Venezuela s/on 5:22 4/2. I'm getting all inspired about the Convention in Indianapolis and am planning to be the first one there! It will be a great time, and I hope other NRCers follow my example and make definite plans to be there now! Thanks to Joe Pagayas for his f/c info; what about the rest of you? Please keep a list of the f/c's you hear, and send that list to my Texas address (2608 Bonham Street, Amarillo). See you in Indianapolis, Leo Fox? 35ths

Bill Davidson - 123 Asbury Avenue - Wilmore, Kentucky

Hi - I thought I had better get my two cents' worth in. About all the DX in this shac has been the DX Specials. I have just purchased a used Hallcrafters S-85 and I have high hopes for next season. The discussion about taped reports interested me. This has been my experience - of two reports, WADA was very pleased and kept the tape and thanked me in the verie. WSHC on the other hand returned the tape without comment or verie. New WNWL in Nicholasville is doing a good job. I think they will be good for this area. Pete Meyer, WNWL announcer is interested in BCB DX and might help in verifying this new station. Us it OK for daytimers to ask for reports when making EEs? If so I will try to get WNWL to try one next fall. That's it from here so 73. (A day timer on regional channel may s/on as early as 4 am. local standard time, Bill -ed.)

Dan C. Phillips - 1720 Melrose Place - Fox 1123 - Knoxville, Tenn.

It's been quite a while since I have written into DX NEWS, but read the bulletin each week and enjoy rading what other fellows are getting even if I am not quite as lucky. Latest new stations in past few months are WICC KEI1 WAGF and on 1570 GTXY and CBUB which was my 1,000th station logged. Few veries in; most noted is 4VE on 1035. A couple of weeks ago NRC member Chuck Kitschenreuter became a ham and we talked to each other last Sunday for about an hour via amateur radio, so it sure save a long distance call. Well, must quit now, but fellows, keep up the good work. 73. (Dan, could you find out from WSKT-1580 who would sign a verie there? Thanks -ed.)

TWO MORE WEEKLY ISSUES, AND THEN WE GO ON OUR SUMMER SKED, WITH MONTHLY ISSUES.
Veries since last report: WWXY KHRT WCWW KMKL KFWO KFCA WNGO KCMN WMNS WIKR WBRX WNLG KGGM KXEO WNTS WGBG WGCD CKOW KCOG WWXY KSNY WFKO WHRG WBRG WHUM WATZ KIUP KWSR WHUN WGGG WFRG KMKV KRAZ WFRY 4190 XKRA. V/1 from KFWO was a lot, 000 for me. Verie back from WHRC-1400, they returned my report form without an envelope; they sealed it with my stamp and wrote my address on the back. How cheap can some stations get, hi? QSL from 4YA-780 was #4 for N.Z. Well, down to DX. 3/17- KRAC-1270 on f/c 2:06-2:22, TT with WTWX QRM; KFMB-640 on DX just under WDAK at 3:01. 3/18- WWXY-1150 f/c-FT 1:30-1:43, KUJP-930 weak on f/c-FT at 2:01; WNS-1240 on an ET/AM at 2:08. 3/19- MM, KXEO-1450 on f/c-FT 2:40-2:55; WGGG-1230 f/c-FT 1:15-1:31 and later, WBRG-1240 f/c-FT 3:40-3:50, WGIN-1340 on RS at 3:31 with CW, WNOO-1280 on f/c-M organ mx, 1:01-4:15, WNLG-1510 in the clear at 4:15 with CW mx, WGCD-1490 f/c-FT 4:30-4:45. 3/20- KARS-860 weak on their f/c-FT 2:15-2:30, WSGR-1570 weak under Guess Who at 2:35, WDBB-1490 on top at 3:00 RS, WENW-1240 f/c-FT 3:22-3:35. 3/21- WJEF-1230 f/c 1:02-1:15, KSYX-1420 on f/c-FT 1:03-2:19 under WHX. 3/22- WFMW-1590 f/c-FT 1:15-1:27, then CKIU-1590 took over on an ET/AM, KRAZ-1580 f/c-FT 2:41-2:56. 3/23- WORG-1580 on an ET at 12:05 with CC. 3/26- WION-1240 on f/c-FT 12:47-12:52, WRAK-1400 f/c-FT 1:16-1:30, WAKR-190 was off and on with TT/OFF till around 3 am. Few times they were off heard WHC and an unk TT at 1:35, anybody know who? KXXA-1490 f/c-FT 2:30-2:45, WKRQ-920-dx with 500W, nice signal for only 500W. 3/27- WWMN-1590 ET over WAKR 1:04, KFPP-1230 f/c-FT 2:31-2:43. 3/26- WCFR-1480 on f/c-FT 12:11-12:30 for #4 from VT. 3/29- KCHA-1580 flood NX AM, WIRD-920 5:05 RS. 3/30- WAMW-1120 on top at 5:58 pm to 6:30, then WHEF-1270 over WTWX at 7. 4/2- MM, WJEN-1480 f/c-FT 1:00-1:16, WBRG-1230 f/c-FT 1:16-1:25, KXOK-1310 f/c-FT 1:15-1:30, WIRC-1490 f/c-FT 1:31-2:02, KECI-1220 ET/AM 2:28, KETA-1240 f/c 2:36-2:50, KGRT-1600 weak f/c 3:01-3:15 under CKRC. I went to WCUE-1150 studio and talked to CE who said when they go full time they will be NSP. They now have two towers and plan to build six more at a different location. He said they didn't have enough room at the studio. He said night pattern would be about the same as day but tighter. The six towers will be in a rectangle, two outside ones 1600 apart and 200 wide. CE said they will be NSP but I don't know how long it will last with WADD/WAKR also NSP. ??.

Bob Karchevski - 188 Marlborough - Boston 16, Massachusetts

4/4- CX are poorer here lately, but with only 209 stations logged this season, I shouldn't stop now. But I have been able to catch up with a small backlog of reports to send. Veries have been more plentiful with f/v WJAS KRMG (after 61 days); v/q WCHB WQAM; v/l WKTW-dx and XELG, D. Ernie: I've never logged CMGB-1330; maybe Stan B reported them? Has anyone gotten a verie from WMOD-870-dx? That's my only DX verie that's missing. DX: 3/28- WNEC-1230 and WFTG-1290 at 6:10 pm, WDRV-1410 at 3:16 s/off (a/on 3 am), not enough for a log; WPOP-1410 at 6:17 pm; KQV-1410 at 3:20 pm, 3/29- At 8:37 WJFR-750 played SSB as part of RS. 3/30- KERF-1570 at 1:00 am. 4/2- WCMW-910 and WGTN-930 at 5 pm; WJAN-970 logged 7:01-7:30 s/off with WSGM QRM. 4/3- WYHL-960 s/off at 6:45 pm. At 7 pm on 960 thought I heard call WCEB or WCEK. Definitely CB network. Any new stations or calls on this frequency? (WDBJ, Roanoke, probably, Bob -ed.) WEI-960 at 7:31 pm. 4/4- WORL-950 8:58 s/off. WEAV-960 at 8:59 pm. WBOO-960 at 8:59 pm. (WEAV is on Yankee Baseball network). WYHL-950 5:45 s/off. Thanks Bernie, for the tip on KFH. I need Kansas, so I will log it if I listen long enough. ??

Skip Dubelstein - 12524 C Street - Omaha 44, Nebraska

Well, the month of March is over for this Omaha DXer and some of the stations heard are KLEX-1570 WNDN-1260 WGEE-1590 KLOE-730 KDDD-800 KJEM-800 KREI-900 KDFE-1580 KGMG-730 KOOL-930 KTVK-1470 WIXX-1590 CHAB-800 KBRK-1430 KGME-1380 KKXX-850 CHKC-1270 KGMO-1550 KFYR-550 KPRC-950 KMKO-1050 KIS-1540 KAMO-1390 KMAT-950 KLCO-1280 KCOH-1430 and KAGE-1380. 3/31 I got KFAL-900 WHLN-1410 WKOW-1070, WBOO s/off 5:32, and WBEI s/off 5:30. Veries are KZVR KTED KQFB WSNN WNGC KFUP KOUL WIKR KCOI KRYK X1HM KONT "WAY KLOE KXEM KJTLQ KRBK KSS KXJK. Tetais are 452-194. Last Thursday I was over at Ernie WesoIowski's and listed to a tape from Marv Robbins. Chuck Kutchtnreuter, I'll let you know said. I guess that's all for now. ??

Sam A. McLaughlan - Box 25 - Gatineau, Quebec

Ernie is beggng for words, so here are a few. Latest DX (?) consists of WMOH-1560 just before 6 pm s/off 3/29 and WBRX-1240 RS MM 3/12 3:35. Turned the recorder on at AM at 6:30 and tuned to 1070, and after playing back later that night I heard WIKO CHOK and CR's favorite WEC. Such encouragement will turn me into a tape-recorder DX'er hi. I may even compete with Bel Canto and RCA by selling tapes of my rare catches (complete with program details, for the unethical). Hope to see all in Indianapolis! ?
On 3/26, WCLK-950 somehow or other made it into this den through someone's OC. Certainly not my best report, but verie in yesterday for a welcome addition and my most distant kw, this season, at least on the continent. (Even better, Pete - they used only 500w, on their DX - ed.) 4/2, KFDR-1350 with IDs and Rickey Nelson heard ETing 4:30-4:41. And my best catch so far this season was heard intermittently from 4:30-5:03 s/o between spells of KNEW TT, and this was the Alaskan AFRS station on 790, which according to WRH is at Eielson AFB with 50w. KICT-850 was 5-9 plus some, to the point where at 4:15 I thought KDA was testing. Somehow I ended up on 790 and heard Alaskan time at 4:30 and hung around through KNEW's TT and someone else's heterodyne to catch s/o at 5:03. Really a weird AM as CHML/KFDR even, and I have never heard CHML before. On 4/3, KNEW-1480 was ETing between 3:41-4:53 for a report, and a real surprise was heard on 990 as KTRG, ex-KOOD was heard announcing itself as "A brand new station, operating 24 hours a day". I never did verify KOOD. The 990 signal has always been among the worst among Hawaiians, apparently due to a poor ground system. JQCB was shaking them badly. I conjectured that it would be WFAB at first, as I am beginning to wonder if they will ever come on the air. Verie from JOR (card still says 20kw.) VOJ-1176 CJB and WKFT. In Hawaii four years ago, the Aussies and Zedders were pestling in about this time instead, but so far they have been practically non-existent. Maybe I can get some EOs instead! 73.

Alex Bowab - Box 539 - Atmore, Alabama

Saturday 3/31, WKAB-840 mobile changes its call letters to WJUF. They will henceforth be known as "Tuff Radio" and play Ace Cannon's instrumental tune "Tuff" at each station break. No change in programming (rr) or ownership. DX: 3/25- KVL-1150 Highland Park, Tex. s/on in the clear here at 5:00. WJUF s/on at this time other mornings, but they must have a late s/on SMs. KVL on top of 1150 here until 5:56 when "DIX" s/on, although there was something under them after 5:30 with an MBS network program about Communism. Any ideas? Evening, WMIE-1140 finally heard on RS 6:30, a station that has eluded me for a long time. Ironically enough, they were heard again the following morning until 2:00 s/off, with WRWA off. WALT-1110 heard, weak, under WRH, at 5:30, another I've been trying for quite a while. 3/26- KHHH-1230 ET/TT 2:24-2:28, evidentley using kw, as very strong here over KNMU. CKWX-1130 2:49, just briefly through strong heterodyne which has plagued 1130 for quite some time now. KTTR-1490 ET/M 2:55-3:15; WWM-1490 ending ET 2:58 to return to the air at 6:30. Heard tone on 1270 at time listed for KBGM r/c (2:10-2:25) and tone off momentarily at five minute intervals, but static too heavy to catch IDs. Anyone know who s/on 1300 SMs at 5:30 with Duane Eddy's "Dixiel" 500w., followed by brief NX headlines and gospel mx? Too much WREG here for DD. Only verie this week is an illegible note on the CE on the back of my report to KNEW-1480.

Dallas John - 337 South Stewart - Lombard, Illinois

I keep forgetting about WOR being off MMs and haven't even tried 710 yet! Verie in lately are WAVE-970 CKEW-980 WCSS-930 and CKPC-1380 OSIs and KSEL-950 WKR-1270 WSTL-1500 CKEM-980 WICT-920 WESO-1380 and JOY-1480 v/s, the latter r/f. DX all happened MM 4/2: SS most of the morning on 755 - is this the much-reported YSKL? KRIC-1410 was strong as usual but at 2:45 was off, enabling me to hear CFUN in Vancouver from 2:45 to 3:10, when they s/off. CHED-1080 logged again, report taken 2:19-2:31. KCEO-1170 fair under OC a lot, but there with rr from 3:13 to 3:22, "The Big Q," CMX-1140 s/off at 2:06 after KSOO left at 2; KENN-1390 ended ET at 2:14. Why do I always hear the ENI of the ET? (maybe you tune in too late, Da?, hi - ed.) Copied WWMX-970 and VTR - 1480 signing on at 4 for reports. Also stoted a log on WRTY on top all morning. CHSJ-1150 was noted strong as usual with cw offerings. #3. (So it was WIRD, eh?)

Mike King - North Eastham, Massachusetts

Nothing much to report. First, a question. Who s/off on 1570 or 1530 at 5:45? Have noticed Cairo, Egypt on 812 kc/s. coming in around 6:30 pm lately. To survey collectors, got a letter from CKRC today saying they are no longer going to issue surveys. I still have a few left if anyone needs one. Recent verify are: WBAK WDRG VOJ-1196 WOOD WFCN KTMW WPLW WKBW WJK and CKGW finally. Got a card from the V. A. Jones Co., today saying the new issue #4 will be ready. It will cost $2.00 and will contain, besides usual stuff, TV maps and an FM station location map. The card said below this, June 1962. Is this when it will be completed? Yes from Cape Cod's most Easternly DXer. PLEASE REMEMBER TO SEND THOSE MUSINGS! REPORTS TO DX NEWS. WE AIM TO KEEP THIS THE HOTTEST, FULLEST, MOST UP-TO-DATE DX PUBLICATION IN THE WORLD, SO AIM US YOUR REPORTS!
Hi, fellows! I just joined the NRC, but am not a newcomer to DXing, having started a year ago. I have logged 390 and verified 210. 3/22- CBN-940 after WHLO s/off at 9:00 with CNUK6, looped out. 3/27- CKUL-900 at 5:30 pm from under the jumble after local s/off. 3/30- CFRA-590 at 2:30 am; WQAR-570 from under WQCA at 2:15; WABF-590 at 2:15; WTAG-600 at 3:09. 3/31- WLSI-900 after local WAPC s/off, WLSI s/off at 6:33 pm; CHNO-900 with rr 6:34; WKKV-900 s/off 6:45; 4VEH-1035 with evangelistic program at 9:40, 85 at s/off at 11 pm. 4/2- Listening at 740 at 1:50 for KCBS, since WC stations were coming in. Heard KCBS, but was surprised by KSSS Colorado Springs at 2:00. Believe them to be only 250w. nights. KPAJ-1160 s/off 3:00, 1D as K-Pay. Weak EE after s/off, so I strained through the static and was rewarded with KUPD in Tempe, Ariz. 500V! It was worth it, but the TTERS gave me a strain for a while. I DX with a Knight R-100 and a 4' loop, as well as a 50' longwire. I understand most of the lingo and abbreviations used in the Musings, but still can't figure r/c, OC, or unk. Anyway it's crackers to slip a rozzer the drop by snide equals 73. (Welcome to the NRC, Tom, and here are the meanings you asked for: r/c- Regular frequency check as per f/c list; OC - Oper (unmodulated) and unk, is unknown station. OK? ed.)

Larry Vogt - 7003 Greenleaf Street - Springfield, Virginia

I forgot to mention this in last musings. My receiver is a Hallicrafters S-25 with a 150' antenna N/S 20' high. Now to DX: On 2/26, I logged and reported to CHUB-1570 at 1:30 and WDVA S/off at 11:57 pm, 1250 kc/s. 2/26- WHKE-1480, WLLN-1390 s/off at 12:30, WWJS-1420 12:55 s/off, CJOY-1460 1:05 s/off, WGOO-1470 f/c at 1:39; and KENO-1460. On 3/4 logged locals WAVA-1530, WEAM-1390 and WEEL-1310. 3/5, heard WABE-1150 testing, WINC-940, WSV-1480 on 1490 with bad interference, WJET for first on 1400, and WPPO-1390 like local. On 3/12 I really hit the jackpot with three new countries logged. WRSJ-1560 testing Skw, XR at 2:00, EEC-581 (Wales) and PRBS-940 at 3:40. Also heard beginning of WOFW-1230, heavy interference. Last but not least on 3/29 heard WTTN-1580 s/off at 7 pm for new state. Veries have been coming in good recently. Cards from WONE-980 ZERI-1235 CFRM-980 WJBG-1150 WHE-710 WDVA-1250 CEE-1560 KYLY-920 CJAD-800 Munich-1196 WDHH-850 and WQAV-1150. They said on their postcard they should be strong enough to be heard on any ordinary home or car receiver. Letters in from WHLO- 640 WTEAM-1390 WABE-1150 WPPO-1490 WWJS-1420 WFEJ-1480 WWGO-1470 WDDA-1070 WXKL-950 WHRY-1500 WRSJ-1560 CEKB-1480 CHUB-1570 CKY-980 CJOY-1460 and CKES-1240. I had an unديد station just above 1600, so I sent a tentative to WLCX and they verified reception of KD335-1505 kc/s. on 12/25/61. Glad Dallas John wrote in about this one. It is my only verie from WISC. Does it count for REC? Thanks for nice pile of surveys, George, and thanks Mike for WPRO survey. That's it for this report. 73s, DX.

J. W. Brauner - R. D. 1 - Smicksburg, Pennsylvania

As the days lengthen, country folks sleeping hours shorten, and DX time becomes scarce; so there's less to report, but here's what we have. A few new calls added. 3/19- KOCR-1590 very poorly through WAKR on r/c. 3/21- WYGO-1330 on RS at 5 am, thanks to tip in DX NEWS, very bad QM. 3/24- After intermittent trying for several years, finally managed a few IDs on KCLN-1390 during their r/c, and as a bonus, added KFWX-1390, also testing at the time. 3/25- KJFW ETing again at 1:30. 3/31- KOCR-990 like a loc- al at ET at 2:30. That's it here. Been trying but find very few. ETs here, no verie since last report. I have about 15 outstanding for this season, out of about 30 reports sent out, mostly to DXing stations. In answer to the members who have written this season about exchanging tapes, etc. Sorry fellows, but we don't have a tape recorder here, so no go. No time for exchanging correspondence, much as I'd like to. I have a hard time finding tuning time and less for writing reports these days. 73.

Roy H. Millar - Box 779 - Bellevue, Washington

First, congratulations to Be. D. on his SABG-503 verie - fine DX - and lots more of same!. Secordly, something screwy re VOA-1150. While I won't argue about their s/on time of 6 am, they do something to their signal at 7 am as they go into Russian language programming. Either there is a chance in directional antenna, change in power, or shift in frequency from 1173 to 1180 kc/s. I suspect the first, as they really pour in here from 7 a. on. Thanks to Jim Emer for fine letter, only sorry I can't add CKB4 to this season's logged, but just showed under with spring work. World's Fair fever here in the Seattle area has created quite a boom in real estate and related activities affecting Savings and Loan business." Dave Roys- I expect to be in Bloomington area in late August for a while; maybe a get-together, sort of a "Convention Preview" can be arranged? Will be at Indiana U. attending Executive School, first (r. 8)
Hi again! Veries are finally starting to come in decently again (finally!) V/ls from CKGB-680 (after 1 1/2 months), WQTY-1220 CJET-630 WNLX-1350 WTCJ-1060 WERA-1560 (after 5 1/2 months) WBEZ-1550 (after four months) and CJOC-1220 (f/up). V/ls from WPAA-820 WJR-760 and WRC-1050. To DX: 3/25- CJET-630 dominting at 11:04 pm. 3/26- WPDE-1280 s/off 12:05 am, CJOC-1220 at 12:05 (very strong) between 12:30 and 2, noted BDC-1214, Bordeaux-1205, and Munich-1196 all in, also possibly BHC-881 after WCB- s/off but then they came back to TT and drowned the signal out before an ID. W00-1470 f/c M 2041. 4/1- WNNJ-1360 ET/m off at 2:55 am (unannounced) but they still are overmodulating as much as ever, WENZ-1450 atop at 2:59 (is WPFG silent SMA?), WAMY-1580 s/off 7:29 pm. 4/2- WINX-1300 ET at 12:38 am. 4/3- KWKRF-860 r/c noted at 1:52 am but not strong enough for report. As card postcards tent to irritate stations (to put it mildly) I have a suggestion that whenever an NRCer runs into such a report that he contact the sender and inform him as to what the inerally accepted reporting standards of BCers are. Also I think that if any-NRCers is found to be reporting in this manner, he should be immediately ejected from Club membership, never to return. Among NRCers there should be no excuse for it. Perhaps at Indianapolis we can discuss and vote on this. This might be hurting our veries more than any other single thing, don't forget. By the way Ernie, Schenley is the DJ, not the sponsor on the WNJR AN show. WINS-1010 seems to be going back to rr; wonder who's next, WMCA or WHN? So, I'd better say 73s here, and 74s in NJ! in 74!

Kermit Geary - R. D. 2 - Box 28 - Walnutport, Pennsylvania

The YVLT DX of 3/21 was heard here both times in good shape, but static was heavy. This program gave the boys who have difficulty with SS a chance to get a log of American records and EE announcements. The program was entirely unsolicited, and was sponsored by YVLT as a goodwill gesture to our Club. The information was contained in a verie received just one week before the broadcast. YVLT is situated on a hill 4,000 above sea level midway between Caracas and Los Teques, nine miles either way, and operates with 10kw. on 835 kc/s. The spilt frequency operation is intentional to avoid interference with other Caracas stations. Local WYNS-1150, Lehighton, Pa, is still not on RS. They have been heard testing occasionally since 2/18, but my report has not yet been answered. Knowing the caliber of the owners of this station, I fear they may be tough to verify. The new WRGM-1380, Millington, Tenn. was heard on ET on 4/7 between 2 and 4 am, through severe KWK QRM, requesting reports. WRGM (ex-WVHM)-340, was logged on 4/3 from 6 am. s/on; WVPD-840 s/on at 6:30 am. KVSH-940 logged on f/c on 4/2 from 1:15 to 1:30 am. WDAL-1330 on RS on 4/1 from 5:15 to 6 am; and WVKR-1550 on RS from 4:57 to 5:10 a.m. On 3/9 and 3/10, was pleasantly surprised to find CKG-730 overriding CKM in fine shape for a good report, nd nice.1 back for a wanted catch. Other veries lately from KCTA WHEC KOTE WRGM WREL WGST KSSS WLYR and WQGR. Rarest foreign verie lately was nice QSL and letter from HJBP, Pamplova, Colombia, 1,000v. This station oved to 1430 kc/s. as of 4/1. 73s and good DX.


More Rocky Mountain Mile-High Musings. The bi-weekly Convention meeting was held last evening 4/5, at Hal Wagner's place in Longmont. There were six members attending (P9)
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(Darv Robbins) attending; Larry Godwin is home on vacation in Amarillo. An interesting time was had by all. NRC "Question-of-the-decade": Where are Ben Patch and Scooter Segrawes? Ben used to be quite an accomplished DXer and I don't believe anyone in the Club has heard from him for several years. Scooter called me last year when I was living in Omaha, and he was passing through town looking for a job at a radio station. Haven't heard from him since then. Murray Mann, Colorado's newest DXer, is getting along nicely out here. Ernie W: We'll be waiting for you when you get here in a couple of weeks. John Drause: When are you coming out? Local KTWR-1250 is now carrying announcements about "Kiss-'em Radio" and will go on KJOM on 4/9 instead of previously-announced 4/2. They want to go fulltime by the end of May. Latest logging: 3/28-

KVW-1050 s/on 8:15 two minutes ahead of local KIMO. 3/30: KBRH-1230 Leadville, Colo. at SS through KGEK/KBZA QM for welcome new catch, and really unusual to get YOGI-870 10:20-10:47 pm, with WIL QRM for a surprise catch and a new "Kingdom." This past MM was quite productive for me with the following logged on r/c's: WDSK-1410 KGW-550 KNIT-1230 KSWA-1330 KIUN-1400 and KEAN-1410, plus one lonely s/on from WSHN-1650 (new) Fremont, Mich. at 6 am. Latest veries: KHAI-1090 (beautiful letterhead for those interested), KORP-550 (card) KSJO-1130 (card) WDecember-1490 KNEA-970 WHUN-1150 KOHT-1270 and WGNU-920, rest all v/ls. All the Denver area DXers were very happy to learn last night that Joshua would be attending the fabulous 1963 NRC Convention in Denver. We know the Convention would not be complete without Joshua. 

Ralph Johanna - 11 East Chippewa Street - Buffalo 3, New York

V/1, v/c from "Dial 1310, CFON, 50 Yonge St. N., Richmond Hill, Ont. On 10/13/61 they changed CQHH call to 10,000/2,600 using four towers, cardiod beamed NW, an AN. V/1 with CHUBby "Chief"; CHUB-1570 10kw., Malaspina Hotel, Nanaimo B.C., CE mentions 250w. 5/24/49 (my old verie 1950 is 250w.) opening, went 10kw. 11/59 and never used 1480 kc/s. due to foul-up twixt DoC and FCC. Day pattern is NW-SE nights, N,sked PST 6 am (Sam 8)-midnight. They'll go PTD on +/SP. V/1 KNIN (Kay-Mine) 990, Wicita Broadcasting Corp. Box 787, Wichita Falls, Tex., Bob A. Walker, VP/GM. The PD Mike Hoey said 3/26 was a 10kw. XR test; KDFX opened in 147, KSYD took over in 156 and KNIN in '61, current CST sked weekdays 5:30-12:30, SM 5:30 am-midnight, daytime is NW/SE, nights SE only. V/1, CM, Piqua, O. WPTW Inc., 1628 Covington Ave. April sked 5 am-7:15 pm, mentions FM for Metro-Dayton, AM for Miami, Darke and Shelby counties. V/1 WTBS-1380 E Broadcasting Co., Bridgeport, Ala. R.C. McCloud says 9/19/61 opened, "we really enjoy broadcasting, this is a new experiment for us." WNYK-1480, Letcher Broadcasting Corp. Neon Ky. (V/1 blank street letterhead, program, CM and f/c log), 3/29 r/c was for a missed one, r/c-M is third Tuesday 3-3:45 am, RS 6 am (Sam 7) 7 pm s/off, May s/off 7:30. W. May, CM, has left and XR is seven miles out remote controlled. V/1, C WTIC-TV-3 All/GM, Broadcast House, 3 Constitution Plaza, Hartford 15, Conn. (WTIC-1380 VP of Radio Programs give history of WTIC and the monthly switching times, weekly 5:30-1 am, SM 5:30-12:10 am. After SSS goes NNE. V/1, CM and stereo folder from WKT-920 Cortland, N.Y. CE says formerly Manager turned reports over to former CE who didn't do anything but shove 'em in a drawer. He found some and varied 'em and will verify all (incorrect ones will get such reply), reports half a lot; major lobe is NW, sked 6 am (Sam 8:00)-11:15 pm, NRC-dx got FCC (Buffalo office) told to use to 500w., but he finds now under Sec. 3.87a for class 3 that station can s/on at 4 am kw. U and will do so at a future DX. A new 50kw. on 1540, Toronto (CHFI-FM) will have a July opening and wants to cover Buffalo. I do protest, FCC, put the 50kw. s on 930 or lower, open the ECB top and bottom. Heard WCOY-1650 new s/on 5:30 am, strongly WEDM QRM'd. 4-5 Tmr 4:45 on 1600 said WUD; 920 s/on 5:39 by WBBB sounded more like WKEG, Burlington Graham, N.C. CBU-890 RS to 3:05 s/off with two anthems. WJVS-970 s/on with Bill Stell at 5:29 am. A bunny Happy Easter to all. In New Zealand, 73 to the locals.

Sam Barto - 3 Glenwood Avenue - Naugatuck, Connecticut

Hi. New veries are in from WMLG WNTT VFOX WQWA WTVR WQGH TVRE KENS Prague-1283 Bratislava-1232 Brno, Moscow-1232 Prague-1283 Bratislava-1232 Brno, Yugoslovakia-955, Hilversum-746 Graz-1394 EAJ101-872 Start Point-1052 Drechtwich-1086 Liege-15111151 Brussels Park-308 BSC-1214 and from Sweden-1394, probably Goteborg which runs 250 watts, others are 150 watts. New LA additions are KTD-1207 YMT-825 and KFRL-810. From Europe EAJ-1142 and EAJ-7133 were caught signing off at 7:00 pm on 3/15 and Colmbra-1449 on 3/17 from 1:49-1:57. 73s.

Roy Bartow - 16 Harding Road - Walpole, Massachusetts

3/5- KCTX-1510 ET 2:05-2:22 am, a good catch. KGK-510 heard on their r/c 3:21-3:30 am, very much copy under AN's WIP/WCER. WMPO-dx in good. 3/9- KILCO-1440 at (p.10)
Barstow) at their 1:05 am s/off. WRAJ-1440 f/c 1:05-1:15 am. KDSN-1580 f/c 1:30-1:45. WMJ-730 f/c 1:50 am. WPTV-1570 ET 2:50-3 am, a good night considering the static level. 3/11- WKBW-940 Conn. log taken at 5:15-5:45 pm. A veriey with WTMW call letters. WTSV-1230 a welcome catch from 7-7:30. At the time they had a FF program going. 3/13- WCVU-1490 f/c while trying for WTOR f/c per list at 1:20 am. WLOS-1580 ET 2:25 am. WMJT-1330 ET 2:30. Tried for WDEO-990 but all CKY/CKY. 3/12- KTFL-1270 1:30-2 am. Thanks, Stan. WOR off and log taken on WBB-710 2:30-3 am. KRIK-1410 at 3:30 and they said 24 hours except MM. KDSN-1460 3:45-4 am must have been on AN. They didn't mention a test. 3/19- WMJ-1510 AN but umm. KMON-1410 2:05-2:15 am on f/c. KRAM-920 finally in the clear here and log taken 3:20-3:38 s/off. 3/28- KRAM-1580 on r/c heard 2:40-3 am., #2 in N.M. WKEA-1550 ET 1:15. KUTT-1550 f/c 1:33. KGNO-1560 also heard in these testing. 3/25- KCHA-1560 1:30 am f/c. KLTA-1570 ID at 1:55 and sayig testing new kw. XR. This under yours truly. 3/24- The new WMJ-1600 New York on ET 2:11 am. KTCR-690 on ET 2:55. KING-1090 in good on RS at 3:30. 3/25- KEL-1320 on their nightly s/off at 2:03 am; no log taken yet. KCHA-1580 at 1:30 for floods. WCOY-1580 on f/c 2:15. 4/1- WFST-600 for a log, 5:30-6:05 pm. WWSR-1420 6:20-6:30 pm, both of above stations much wanted and logs taken. I get a kick out of getting the stations as above just as much as a low on the WC. Maybe because they are so near, yet you only bear them during the right CX. 4/2- MM, WFTC-960 f/c 12:10 am. GJOT; GMJ-1460 both at s/off 1:05 am and both new here. KNOX-1310 ET 1:25. WDKS-1410 ET 1:30. WBKN-1410 f/c 2 am. MPJH-1090 2:45-3:03 am s/off. 4/4- WSGS-1450 ET 2:44 am. 4/5- WMTC-1360 ET 2:15 am. CBL-740 2:22 am testing per authority of Canadian Transport. I think the f/c list is great. Many heard from it. I will send my list in this year, will you? All in all, DX still good. Will list varies next time. They have averaged one per day since the new year. Keep the cans on and fight the static.To

J B. "Pat" Bailey - 628 Spring Street - Jamestown, New York

WPFE KTOR are the only ones vary here this week. 4/1- Snowed all day and night. WJIZ/WSW/ WMAY raising hobs on 970 at 2:46. CHEC-1090 off at 3:04. KTCR-690 ET until 3:30. OK on 1580, 3:30 to after 4:00 at db 20 at times but never any ID. 4/2- Two Considrads on 640 at 3:21. TGUX-1020 3:37 to 4:00 when they announced in SS and ER for new report. 1100 had a loud SS at 4:06 with three men yelling, and still snowing badly here. WPFE-1580 f/c each third Tuesday 3:30-3:45 per veria. Unk SS on 1030 at 4:27. 4/3- KRAM-740 said would be on until 5 am. TT on 1590 with WAKR but no ID heard. KTXA atop 550 at 2:46. Caught new call WJIZ before s/off at 3:02 on 970. KPPO-1440 off at 4:00. Who or what is this TT here every day? 4/4- Who is WPBF on 840 in Mobile, Ala.? Has WKBW changed calls? (Yes, to WUF, Pat - see Alex B.'s report, P. 6 ed.) WPTO-920 ET at 3:10. Guess WBB-1220 goes off at 3:30 daily. Have been chasing signals on 1540 in afternoons. Heard WPTS and KXEL all mixed up. Hope I have enough for WPTS at 6:19 pm. AisI unk TT on and off at 6:41 atop somebody in a play, but no ID heard. 4/5- KMM-730 f/c at 2:12 with KXEL test. Unk f/T on 1030 at 3:14; the needle fast flopping back and forth in the length of the meter. 4/6- SS behind WHV-700 at 2:50 but couldn't catch ID. unk OC atop 1550 at 2:57, on and off, as high as db 20. TT atop mess on 690 at 3:07 but no ID. 4/7- KMM-1580 ET at 2:35. TT atop 1280 at 2:42, on and off but no ID yet at 3:10 and I quit this and went to bed as HNL too bad to listen longer. Worked three nights this week - got to have some dough for Indianapolis.

Harvey C. Mann - 265 Laurel Street - Broomfield Heights, Colorado

Because DX has the properties of skipping over Omaha instead of into it, I become a very frustrated DXer who turned to survey collecting. Decided it was about time for a change to a better site, and couldn't make up my mind between Thompson Townsite, Man. or Denver. Snow-capped mountains beat out tundra, so here is home. A thanks to Mary Robbins for his hospitality, Fran Mittler for showing us around the Mile-High City (even with the clutch on his car going out), and to Hal Wagner for our interesting excursion through the Boulder County "footbills." There hasn't been much chance to toss an antenna up and do any listening, but I was lucky in hearing the elusive YOGI-970 on 4/4. Also noticed some splatter on local KTIN-1280 one evening and tuned up 10 kc/s. to hear home-town KOIL with their familiar sidebands. Thought I got away from that. Well, some of those Cowtown engineers seem to lack pride in the signals they put out. The last gettogether was at Longmont and the Denverites are letting me in on the plans for the Big one in '63. Looks like this one will be long-remembered after listening to some of the plans they have lined up. Was especially happy to learn that Robert Minton of WIBC-1070 will attend the big Denver Convention in '63. 73.
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DX continues to be fairly good here. MM 3/26. The WERT-920 DX heard and heard the announcer mention my name at 4:05. Only other new catch was KRER-1150 San Antonio RS 5:50-6:06 in SS IDing as "Radio San Antonio". Then nothing until MM 4/2 when I had seven new catches. Best was WBL-740 Sydney, Australia 4:45-5:15 with up to S-4 signal for a new country; XEDJ-1230 Hermosillo heard from 1:28-2:03 s/off with regular AER when off. GHSJ-1150 St. John, N.B. heard on AN show 3:55-4:15 between KREH/TAYO ETs with good signal and a very welcome catch. WBCB-1220 Hasting, Mich., heard s/on at 5 followed at 6:01 by WERT Van Wert, O. and plenty on both for two fast catches. A lot of regular MM AN's off for some reason like KECQ-1390 KEOX-1480 KRIG-1410 WREN-1250.

With KCEC off 1390 for first MM within memory I did add WPUP Gainesville, Fla. RS 5:40-5:55 but earlier un. WFLW way on top of 1390 on RS. WKM-900 Louisville heard s/on at 6:15 with strong signal. 4/4. Took log on TQJ-880 for another report as they were over WCES for once. This AM 4/8 added two new ones in WGGM-1380 Millington, Tenn. ET most of AM over KWK well at times and WCRK-1410 Tuscaloosa, Ala. ex-WCHR s/on at 5 with only QRM from WING so apparently KRIG must have quit AN'ing altogether and perhaps KWBB too as no sign of them. Also, unm KIXX-1400 and KULP-1390 both on with ETs for an hour 4-5 this AM. KULP said PoP. Best verie is nice QSL card and program sked from JOLF-1310 Tokyo. Others include v/ls from KXUM-1580 KBEB-1150 WAGT-dx, card from WHEL-1270 from an old holdout and v/ls from WHUN-1150 for September report with no f/up and v/q from WTNS-1560. Forgot to mention best catch of the week was YOGI-970 on 4/7 from 8:30-9 pm over WLY but hard to catch what was said. Will be taking a log tomorrow on KICM-1250 Golden on their first day from KTWL and fifth call for this station since they started up in February 1957: KCOL KOKO KXXI KTWL KICM, in that order, so an average of one a year which isn't bad. Enjoyed our get together at Hal Wagner's Thursday night and Murray and Marv were down yesterday. They inform me they were up to Laramie Friday and the new KDVR-1490, 100w. is on RS. Best of DX to everyone.

Larry Schwartz - 4819 Atlanta Drive - San Diego 15, California

The DX of 4/1 was by far the worst of the year, while the DX of 4/2 was the second best! Those heard on 4/2 inclue: KWSO-1050 r/c-TT 3:20, unk SS on 800 at 3:30, who? Much wanted KICM-710 with TT at 3:32 with KWMP off with Conelrad. 2BL-740 again with ABC program and ID at 4. 4RK-840 with similar ABC programs at 4:15 and 2NA-1510 at 4:30. KFOD-780 4:40, WNBC-660 5, WIBC-1070 WISH-1310 after 5 with S-9 plus signals, but unm. XEDJ-1050 with OC, ID at 5:24. Unk station with cw on 540 from 5:30-6, ads and cw, but no IDs, who, please? WCTT-680 through KCNC's 0C and other QRM with s/on, SSB at 5:57 am. WBEV-1010 (I think it is WBEV - Va. very evident) s/on 5 with SSB, and at 6:05 a TT from KEBN. 4/7, a very good morning, despite a high of 83 the previous day and a high of 85 4/7. At 4:15 while trying for the WJJL r/c, I caught the end of the WEZI r/c (WJJL not heard). At 4:30 KLEI IDed right through CKWX and then went into a Jap program. At 4:40 my good old Telefunken pulled an amazing deal, right through semi-local KGER (about 100 miles away) I heard WANY-1390 with a r/c-TT. At 5 I got the complete s/on of HJEC in Bogota with a super signal. To top off the AM, I nabbed my third Ky. of the morning - WMTL-1800 r/c with a 500 cycle TT from 5:07-5:11 when XEDJ turned on their OC. This AM I heard KSMA-1290 s/off 3:10 with SSB - sure wish they'd verie! Oh, on 4/7 I heard Murray Mannis ex-favorite, KOLL, right through KMMN-1290 a semi-local, so their NSP won't hurt that much. Latest veries now total 381 (hope for 400 by May). They include: KFIM-1450 a weird v/l saying I was off one hour on time, i.e. they s/off at 1 am EST, yet I definitely heard them (and can prove it on tape) s/off at 2, but it's a verie. KINA-1460 QSL after three months, KGU-750 QSL, a unique QSL from local KGO while getting a verie, KTMI-1510 v/l, KEMO-1250 friendly v/l, WCBY-1440 QSL along with half the station, 50¢ worth of postage and lots of papers. Thanks to all who helped me on this one! And guess who came, after five months - WTC-1090! I now have two veries from WTCI. First is better though - the letterhead. KSIU-1400 announced carrying Angels EX (abbreviation for baseball). OK - all for now, best DX and 73 to all.

Bernie Duffy - 77 Livermore Avenue - Staten Island 2, New York
4/8, WEND-1360 Ebensburg, Pa. s/on 7 am, a minute before WPAC, enabling me to add a new one. 4/9 - A band playing and TT behind WAKT/WSAI-1360 3-3:30 might have been KHAK, Ia.

Ed Satterfieldwaite - 115 Sypherd - University of Delaware - Newark, Delaware
WXUR-690 Media, Pa. heard on ETs during early afternoons of 4/6-7-8. OC with ID on hour and half-hour. FM outlet is already on RS and they announce AM will be soon also
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**Changes in Station Data; Washington, D. C.**

(Purchased from the Seabrooke Printing Company; Washington, D. C.)

**April 14, 1962**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NEW STATIONS</th>
<th>(new)</th>
<th>NEW CALLS</th>
<th>(old)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peabody, Texas</td>
<td>500 D-1</td>
<td>W470</td>
<td>W4LW Raleigh, North Carolina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aiken, South Carolina</td>
<td>500 D-1</td>
<td>W440</td>
<td>W4YM New Britain, Conn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. George, South Carolina</td>
<td>500 D-1</td>
<td>W490</td>
<td>W4NT Washington, N. C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calgary, Alberta</td>
<td>10,000 U-2</td>
<td>K490</td>
<td>W4AK Dallas, North Carolina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lompoc, California</td>
<td>1,000 D-3</td>
<td>K450</td>
<td>K4LC Las Vegas, Nevada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bath, New York</td>
<td>500 D-1</td>
<td>K430</td>
<td>W4KI McMinnville, Tennessee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merkell, Texas</td>
<td>250 D-1</td>
<td>K420</td>
<td>K4SN New Pocatello, Idaho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albuquerque, New Mexico</td>
<td>500 D-1</td>
<td>K430</td>
<td>K4MEN San Bernardino, California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Englewood, Florida</td>
<td>1,000 D-1</td>
<td>K430</td>
<td>W4IC Columbia, South Carolina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halls, Texas</td>
<td>1,000 D-1</td>
<td>K440</td>
<td>K4OW Dallas, Oregon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toronto, Ontario</td>
<td>50,000 D-3</td>
<td>K410</td>
<td>W4X6 Columbia, South Carolina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eugene, Oregon</td>
<td>1,000 D-1</td>
<td>K410</td>
<td>W3KV Charleston, West Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lancaster, South Carolina</td>
<td>1,000 D-1</td>
<td>K450</td>
<td>K4TO Seattle, Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashtabula, Ohio</td>
<td>1,000 D-3</td>
<td>K460</td>
<td>W4PN North Augusta, South Carolina</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**New Calls**

| K P R T | Pratt, Kansas | 680 | Bishop's Falls, Newfoundland |
| K T C T | Merkell, Texas | 740 | Leduc, Alberta |
| W J B I | Indian Rocks Beach, Fla. | 1340 | Stettler, Alberta |
| W E N G | Englewood, Florida | 1480 | East Palatka, Florida |
| K G A R | Vancouver, Washington | 1490 | Tamagouche, Nova Scotia |

**Facilities**

| C K E Y | Toronto, Ontario, to 5,000 U-3, from 580 kc/s., 5,000/1,000 U-3 |
| K G M B | Honolulu, Hawaii, 5,000 U-1. New antenna and ground system. |
| W A C E | Chicopee, Massachusetts, to 5,000 D-1, from 1,000 D-1, same channel. |
| W P I T | Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, ditto. |
| C B X A | Edmonton, Alberta, to 50,000 U-4, from 250 U-1, same channel. |
| K A I M | Honolulu, Hawaii, to 5,000 U-1, from 1,000 U-1, same channel. |
| K R I O | McAllen, Texas, to 5,000/1,000 U-4, from 1,000 U-3, same channel, no change in nighttime operation. |
| C J D V | Drumheller, Alberta, 5,000 U-4. Cancel CP for 10,000/5,000 U-4. |
| K C H V | Coschella, California, to 5,000/1,000 U-4, from 1,000 D-1, same channel. |
| C B X | To Calgary, Alberta, from Lacrosse, Alberta, and to 50,000 U-4, 50,000 U-3, same channel. |
| K S C Q | Santa Cruz, California, to 10,000/500 U-2, from 1,000/500 U-2, same channel, no change in nighttime operation. |
| C K S A | Lloydminster, Alberta, to 10,000 U-4, from 1,000 U-4, same channel. |
| W O C E | West Yarmouth, Massachusetts, 1,000/250 U-1. New antenna. |
| W B E J | Elizabethton, Tennessee, 1,000/250 U-1. New ground system. |
| C H A T | Medicine Hat, Alberta, to 10,000 U-2 from 1,000 U-3, same channel. |
| W A N S | Anderson, South Carolina, to 5,000/1,000 U-2 from 1,000 U-2, same channel, no change in nighttime operation. |
| W O T A | Saline, Michigan, 500 D-3. Changes in DA. |
| K N I A | Knoxville, Iowa, 500 D-3. Changes in DA. |
| W R O S | Scottsboro, Alabama, 1,000 D-1. New ground system. |
| C K B C | Bathurst, New Brunswick, to 10,000 U-2 from 1400 kc/s., 250 U-1. |
| K P O I | Honolulu, Hawaii, 5,000 U-1. Move XR; new antenna/ground system. |
| W K P T | Kingsport, Tennessee, 250 U-1. New ground system. |
| C J F P | Riviere du Loup, Quebec, to 5,000/250 U-1, from 1,000/250 U-1, same channel. |
| W R I N | Elgin, Illinois, to 1,000 D-1, from 500 D-1, same channel. |
| K C O H | Houston, Texas, 1,000 D-1. Shorten antenna; new ground system. |
| W R O K | Rockford, Illinois, to 5,000/500 U-2, from 1,000/500 U-2, same channel, no change in nighttime operation. |
| W K W Z | Santa Ana, California, to 5,000/1,000 U-4, from 1,000 U-2, same channel, also change antenna and ground system. |

| W M A X | Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1,000 D-1. Removal of limiting antenna resistor. |
| W R E N | Remsen, New York, to 5,000 D-1, from 1,000 D-1, same channel. | (Page 13)
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1520 K A C Y Port Hueman, California, to 10,000/1,000 U-4, from 250 U-3, same chanl.
1590 K E T O Seattle, Washington, to 5,000 U-2, from 5,000 D-1, same channel, no change in daytime operation.

PERMISSION TO GO TO 1,000/250 U-1, SAME CHANNELS:
1230 N I K X E E E 1400 K S P T 1450 W C T C

NOW USING NEW 1,000/250 U-1:
1340 B A C K I S T K M A K W S O Y W E K Y
1400 W S G A W O N D K I U N K C O W

* K R N O uses 1,000 watts non-directional days like these others, except that when KPPC-1240 is on, they must return to their 250 watt signal.

"AN" SITUATION

990 K K I S (F. Nittler says never was AN) 990 K T R G (ex-KOCD)
1420 K S T N (F. Nittler says ditto) 1380 W B N X (seems to have NSP AN)
1410 K R I G (and maybe KWBB-1410 also) ---- ----
1510 W N L C Mms, maybe every AM. (Apparently lasted only two weeks)
1150 K R K D Mms only.

Ken Murphy - 60 Plymouth Road - Glenbrook, Connecticut

Reception dropping off with the warmer WX but still trying. WOLD-1300 Marion, Va. ET made my 1,200th station heard from Glenbrook. My logs are suffering from lack of new info on call letter changes, new stations, etc. This new service the NRC subscribes to seems to be very delinquent. Perhaps a letter or protest to them might be in order.

Advent of spring brought three new Maine stations: WFAU-1340 WKTJ-1380 and WCE-900. WME has a nice but slightly unusual letterhead. I quote WGGG-1230 "According to my files, yours is the most distant DX report we have received - in modern QM-filled times." Surely someone further up in New England must have heard them on the DX test mentioned in DX NEWS. Still awaiting veries from DXes of WENK-1310 and WSW-1490. I finally got verie from KNL-1410 for early September report when they were on for the hurricane. No f/ups are sent from this den as I can't even find time to write to all new stations logged. Other good veries in from KRAZ-1580 KTCR-690 CFBC-930 KUSB-690 WCCF-1580 and others. 73s.

Ernie Cooper - 438 East 21 Street - Brooklyn 26, New York

Four more veries, v/q from Saar-1421, in English, and two Ks in one day's mail, wowie! They were KNAD-1560 and KTCR-690, and WENB-1450. Well, I won the election where I work and am now Treasurer of the Employees' Activities. The whole ticket - sight of us - "The Fellowship Party" were swept into office - and there's not a DXer in the joint, either, hi! To DX: 4/6- Get up to try for listed r/c of WGOK-900, but not heard; only AN CHM there, but noted a cw station on 950 behind CHNS at 4:15, unID. SM 4/8- Noted an SS s/off 880 at 2 am, giving "Ona Large" frequency, WENL, perhaps. Nothing else unusual heard. 5/9- Who says spring brings poorer CX? Not today! I noted WEN-1050 off at 1:45 tune-in, and GHR-1050 FF in till their s/off around 2, unnn. SS AN on 550, no announcements heard while I listened, 2:00-2:10 am. They were still there, S-8 and steady, at 4:00. Lucky logging as I came past 1510 and heard only the words, "Beach, Florida," followed by mx so I held on and it turned out to be the brand new WZZ-1510 in Boynton Beach, who s/off at 2:15, fine signal, and no sign of former AN VLF. WCS were much in evidence, with KERN-1410, KFBK-1530, KNO-1400 (plus another one about even with them but unID) (KENO s/off 3 am, then an OC drowned the other one completely), KSTN-1420 heard also, but unnn as were KENO/KERN. Two AN 500 watters beamed away from this area made it in this AN, attesting to the fine prevailing CX - KUPD-1060 and KBOX-1480, for reports to both. Then, WTHD-1270 Newport NX, Va. on ET/H with announcement at 4 am and then continued with mx with a tremendous signal even with the 4:01 s/on of WKYR. WTHD really knocked Brother Ritten right out of the house, hi. On FCC releases, Seabrooke apparently sends them when they get from the FCC. The latter often would send three of four weeks' releases at one time, and these listings this week comprise four weeks' FCC bulletins. Goodbye see you next week.
"DX DOWN THE DIAL"

Send all Items to Ev. Johnson - 50th-16th St. Mendota, Ill. In EST.

FREQ. CALL REMARKS

600 WREC Memphis, Tenn. S/on 06:00 - S/off 01:00 (Ev.)

630 CFCY Charleston, W.V., S/on 05:30 - S/off 11:10 P.M. (Rugg.)

630 KEOW Denver, Col. S/on 06:00 S/off 02:00 - Ev.

960 WLIB Las Vegas, Nev. 3/off 04:08 - S/on 08:00 - Ev.

940 WJNC Fayetteville, N.C. 3/off 04:00 - Ev.

950 KJEL Lubbock, Tex. S/on 04:00 - Ev.

WMJ Detroit, Mich. now A.N. Ev.

KPVS Cape Girardeau, Mo. S/off 01:00 - Ev.

WVEC Birmingham, Ala. S/off 01:00 - Ev.

WPBT Prestonsburg, Ky. A. C. has tests ev. 10:30 - 1:30 (Kraul - Ev. Ill.)

1200 UNTA Newark N.J has changed calls to 740WX, (Jersey: Simons.)

1020 KDKA Pittsburgh, Pa. has tests ev. 10:45 - 11:45 - Ev.

1090 CHES St. Jean Que. S/on Daily at 06:30 - Ev.

1110 WRBI Chicago, Ill. S/on S/on at 12 noon - Ev. (Simmons - Que.


1250 WGOY Bangor Me. S/15 P. M. at 06:00 (Big Guy) (Simmons - Que.

1260 KFCW Powell. WY. S/off 04:00 - Ev.

1270 WDOK Cleveland 0 - S/off 04:00 - Ev.

1290 WRFI Twin Falls, Id. S/15 06:00 - 8:30 - Ev.

1310 WAVE Dothan, Ala. S/15 05:00 - Ev.

1300 WTMK Danville, Va. S/off 05:00 - Ev.

1330 WABC Akron O. S/15 03:00 - 5:30 - Ev.

1350 WRPB Warner Robbins, Ga. S/off 05:00 - Ev.


1370 WKKI Leonardtown, Md. S/off 03:00 - Ev.

1370 WGOA Pensacola, Fla. S/off 04:05 - 06:00 Ev.

1390 WGIN Millington, Tenn. S/15 04:10 - Ev.

1380 WIGM Lancaster Pa. S/off 06:00 Ev. (Simmons - Que.) V/S please, Ev.

1390 WNOE Monroe, La. W/1000 S/1000 Ev.


1440 WMLX New York 14 W/1150 Ev.

1450 KPAM St. Cloud MN on tests 3/30 - 5:30 - Ev.

1545 WDOL Manchester Ky. S/off 03:30 1st Sat. 4:15 - 4:30 - Ev.


F/Cs For List -

1st MON - WXSK-1410-1410-1410 - T-2-215 - 2nd MON - WTVN-1410-2-125 -
1st SAT - WETT-1250-115-1250-14:15 - T-14:15-14:15 - WAN-1390-4:30-4:15 -
2nd Tues - WPV-1500-00:16-00:25 - Voice only.

"PLEASE TAKE NOTE"

It was with deep regret that I was informed of the death of Fred Van Voorhees "Father", which occurred Monday, April 2 1962.

Our sympathy is extended to Fred and His Mother.

Thus no International Section this issue. It will be back in April 21.